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ABSTRACT

For large-scale atomic layer deposition (ALD) of alumina, the most commonly used alkyl precursor trimethylaluminum poses safety issues
due to its pyrophoric nature. In this work, the authors have investigated a liquid alkoxide, aluminum tri-sec-butoxide (ATSB), as a precursor
for ALD deposition of alumina. ATSB is thermally stable and the liquid nature facilitates handling in a bubbler and potentially enables
liquid injection toward upscaling. Both thermal and plasma enhanced ALD processes are investigated in a vacuum type reactor by using
water, oxygen plasma, and water plasma as coreactants. All processes achieved ALD deposition at a growth rate of 1–1.4 Å/cycle for sub-
strate temperatures ranging from 100 to 200 °C. Film morphology, surface roughness, and composition have been studied with different
characterization techniques.

Published under license by AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/1.5139631

I. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum oxide films are widely investigated due to their
excellent chemical and thermal stability, high transparency, high
breakdown voltage, and high resistivity. They are used as encapsu-
lation layers,1–3 barrier materials,4,5 and dielectric films.6,7 In such
applications, coating a thin layer of aluminum oxide can suffice
because of the excellent properties of these films. Among many
commonly used methods for coating thin films, atomic layer depo-
sition (ALD) can give excellent control of film thickness, stoichi-
ometry, and conformality by a series of self-limited reactions.8

Since the technique was first commercially used in depositing con-
formal ultrathin films for electroluminescent displays and micro-
electronics applications, more attention is drawn toward other
applications, such as photovoltaics,9–11 flexible electronics,12 and
powder coating.13 Recent progress in reactor and process design
ensures that large-area ALD is possible for those applications.14–16

Compared to typical precursor consumption of ALD processes
during microelectronics fabrication, the implementation of large-
area ALD will increase precursor usage with a factor of 100 for
roll-to-roll applications and up to four orders of magnitude for
powder coatings, depending on the total volume of the powder
bed.17 Thus, safety for use and large-scale storage as well as a

reasonable cost are essential requirements for precursors used in
large-area applications.

Trimethylaluminum (TMA) and its thermal process with
water are the most commonly used precursor and process for ALD
deposition of aluminum oxide, respectively.18–23 TMA is a highly
volatile and thermally stable chemical, and its high reactivity makes
it an ideal precursor for ALD deposition with different coreactants
over a wide range of temperatures. However, due to the direct
metal–carbon bonding in the TMA molecule, TMA is also pyro-
phoric, toxic, corrosive, and moisture sensitive, which makes han-
dling inconvenient. Many efforts have been taken to search for
alternatives to TMA in ALD of aluminum oxide. Me2AlO

iPr,24,25

[MeC(NiPr)2]AlEt2,
26 AlCl3,

27–30 AlEt3,
31 and Me2AlCl (Refs. 32

and 33) have been investigated during the past years. However,
most of these alternative precursors can still raise safety, contami-
nation, and cost problems in large-area applications.

Alkoxide precursors34,35 can be a nonpyrophoric alternative to
alkyls, as they only possess metal–oxygen bonds, not metal–carbon
bonds. These chemicals have moderate thermal stability but are
highly cost-effective when aiming for large-scale use. Alkoxide pre-
cursors, such as aluminum tri-isopropoxide (TIPA) and aluminum
tri-ethoxide have been studied and used in chemical vapor
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deposition (CVD).36,37 Recently, we reported using TIPA as the
aluminum source for ALD deposition of aluminum oxide.38 Water,
oxygen plasma, and water plasma were used as the oxygen source,
and the processes generated high growth-per-cycle (GPC) and con-
formal thin films. However, TIPA is a solid precursor and it
requires high source temperature to generate enough vapor into the
reactor chamber for deposition. Though described as mildly toxic,
aluminum tri-sec-butoxide (ATSB) is a stable liquid alkoxide pre-
cursor.39 Its liquid nature suggests that it could be easier to generate
enough vapor pressure at lower source temperature and could facil-
itate liquid injection for large-area applications40,41 when very high
precursor dosing is required. A recent paper researched ATSB for
CVD and ALD deposition.42 However, in that work, no ALD
parameters such as saturation and temperature windows were
reported and only the thermal process was reported.

In this work, we have performed an in-depth study on the
plasma enhanced (PE)-ALD process characteristics and film prop-
erties using ATSB as a precursor. During thermal and plasma pro-
cesses, we observe an apparent ALD growth window for Al2O3

from 100 up to 300 °C. The growth rates achieved within the ALD
window for all investigated processes are comparable to the typical
rate that is achieved for thermal ALD using TMA and water
(1.1 Å/cycle). However, it is also found that ATSB starts to decom-
pose from 200 °C, although the decomposition rate appears quite
limited for typical exposure doses until 300 °C. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
indicate a smooth surface of the deposited films from all processes.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis confirms the stoi-
chiometric deposition of Al2O3 with carbon contamination below
XPS detection limits (about 0.5 at. %) when an oxygen plasma was
applied and only 1–2 at. % carbon for low-temperature H2O-based
thermal processes. The time-of-flight elastic recoil detection
(ToF-ERD) confirms the presence of carbon impurities in the films
deposited through thermal ALD and indicates varying degrees of
hydrogen content in the deposited films depending on the process
condition.

II. EXPERIMENT

A home-built pump-type ALD reactor43 is used for the
process development of ATSB and several different reactants.
ATSB was bought from Sigma-Aldrich with 97% purity. A glass
bubbler with a stainless steel lid was used to contain the liquid
ATSB, and water was stored in a stainless steel bottle. To generate
sufficient vapor pressure, the water bottle was kept at room tem-
perature, but the conveying line was heated to 80 °C in order to
avoid condensation. The bubbler containing ATSB was heated
until 100 °C to generate sufficient precursor vapor, and the trans-
porting line was heated to 105 °C to avoid condensation. Argon
gas was pulsed into the bubbler to carry precursor vapor into the
reactor. Water, oxygen plasma, and water plasma were used as
reactants in three deposition processes. A fused quartz column
wrapped by a copper coil was placed on top of the chamber to
generate plasma by connecting to a 13.56 MHz RF generator
(ENI GHW-12Z). The remote plasma was set at 200W and gener-
ated with an impedance matching network to minimize the
reflected power.

The substrates used for deposition were Si (100) wafers with
native oxide and cleaned by oxygen plasma to remove surface con-
tamination before a process was started. During deposition, the Si
substrate was placed on a copper block and heated evenly at a tem-
perature varied from 100 to 300 °C. The pressure of the precursor
pulse was controlled at 5 × 10−3 mbar with the turbo pump
running. The pressure during the plasma pulse was also controlled
at 5 × 10−3 mbar.

During deposition, a spectroscopic ellipsometer (J.A.
Woollam M-200) was attached on the reactor to monitor alumi-
num oxide film growth in situ. The results were fitted with a
Cauchy model for Al2O3, and the model parameters were opti-
mized by inputting the final thickness of Al2O3 oxide films
measured ex situ with x-ray reflectivity (XRR). A Bruker D8 dif-
fractometer using Cu K-α radiation was used to obtain XRR pat-
terns. By fitting simulated patterns to measured ones, the analyses
of the XRR patterns gave the information of the thickness and the
films density. Films of about 20–30 nm thick deposited with water
and plasma processes in 200 cycles were characterized by different
methods. SEM was performed for surface imaging by an FEI
Quanta 200F setup with a 10 keV electron beam energy. The
surface morphology was determined by AFM with a Bruker
Dimension Edge system operating in the tapping mode in air.
XPS was conducted by using a Theta Probe system from Thermo
Scientific using Al Kα x rays generated at 15 kV and focusing to a
spot size of 0.3 mm by an MXR1 monochromator gun to analyze
the chemical composition of the films. Film samples were cleaned
and etched by a short Ar plasma treatment to remove the surface
carbon contamination and obtain the elemental depth profile
during the XPS measurement. ToF-ERD was performed using a
home-built spectrometer and a 1.7 MV Pelletron accelerator in
Jyväskylä.44 The incident particle beam for these measurements
consisted of 11.915 MeV 63Cu6+ ions at an incoming angle of 10°
and total scattering angle of 41°. The collected spectra were
analyzed using in-house developed open source software
called POTKU.45

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To generate sufficient precursor vapor, the glass bubbler con-
taining the ATSB was heated to 100 °C. Three coreactants were
examined to react with the chemisorbed ATSB to generate deposi-
tion, i.e., water, oxygen plasma, and water plasma. In situ ellipsom-
etry results confirmed linear growth as a function of the number of
ALD cycles for all three processes when the sample temperature
was 150 °C, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The dosing time of ATSB was
15 s and that of the coreactants was 5 s.

The processes were further investigated at various substrate
temperatures, from 100 to 400 °C. To examine the presence of
an unwanted CVD component, a process was run also without
a coreactant. The GPC of the three processes and decomposi-
tion by only pulsing ATSB vapor are shown in Fig. 1(b), as a
function of temperature. The dosing time was the same as that
used in the linear growth tests. Based on the GPC values, the
temperature range could be divided into three regions. At low
temperature, no decomposition of ATSB is observed and the
GPC of the three processes is stable around 1–1.4 Å/cycle. In
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this region, the deposition is generated only by a self-limiting
surface reaction of ATSB and coreactants. When the substrate is
heated above 200 °C, the GPC behavior enters region II. The
GPC of the ATSB and coreactants processes is still stable, but
decomposition of ATSB is also initiated. This means, by a
typical ATSB dosing time of 15 s, the decomposition is quite
limited compared to the reaction with coreactants. Haanappel
et al.46,47 reported that from a temperature of 190 °C, the
decomposition of ATSB is decomposing dominated by a
β-hydride elimination mechanism and that a trace amount of
water can contribute to the decomposition at high temperature.
However, when we further increased the substrate temperature
over 300 °C, the decomposition rate of ATSB takes off. The
GPC in region III increased as the temperature increased and
coincided with that of the decomposition. In this region, the
deposition on the substrate is dominated by the decomposition
of ATSB.

To ensure that the reaction in region I is a self-limited ALD
deposition, the saturation behavior of both ATSB precursor and
coreactants were investigated at the substrate temperature of 150 °C.
First, the precursor test was done with 5 s coreactants pulse and the
saturation [Fig. 2(a)] was achieved after a few seconds ATSB vapor
pulse. Then, fixing the ATSB pulse time as 15 s, the growth was

also saturated [Fig. 2(b)] after 1 s coreactant pulse. The thermal
process using water and the two plasma processes had a similar
saturation behavior, and the results indicate that the deposition in
region I is indeed ALD growth. The same saturation tests were also
carried out at 275 °C (region II), as shown in Fig. 3. At this
temperature, saturation could not be achieved [Fig. 3(a)] and the
GPC kept increasing with longer precursor pulses, regardless of
the coreactant species. When the precursor pulse time was fixed
at 15 s, there was already some growth without involving any
coreactants [Fig. 3(b)] due to the decomposition. The GPC
increased when water or plasma was applied into the deposition
and saturated, which is similar with the behavior of the coreactant
pulse at 150 °C.

To investigate the quality of the films deposited by thermal
and plasma ALD processes using ATSB, SEM and AFM studies
were conducted on the films deposited at 150 °C substrate tempera-
ture. The results confirmed the deposition of smooth and uniform
films when oxygen plasma [Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)], water plasma
[Figs. 4(b) and 4(e)], and water [Figs. 4(c) and 4(e)] were used as
coreactants with ATSB. The root mean square roughness was calcu-
lated from the AFM data and varied in value of 0.3–0.5 nm for all
samples, indicating smooth layers.

FIG. 1. (a) Linear growth behavior on the Si substrate at 150 °C, and (b) tem-
perature windows of water, oxygen plasma, and water plasma process.

FIG. 2. Saturation curves at 150 °C: (a) 5 s coreactant pulse with different
ATSB pulse time and (b) 15 s ATSB pulse with different pulse time for water,
oxygen plasma, and water plasma.
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To investigate the composition of the aluminum oxide films
deposited in regions I and II, XPS was carried out on samples
deposited with three coreactants at substrate temperatures of 100,
150, and 275 °C. As shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), Al and O
signals indicate the deposition of an alumina film. The carbon
peak from the as-deposited film disappeared after Ar plasma
etching in the surface, suggesting that only a small content of
carbon is present in the films. However, when we look closely
into the carbon peak position after etching, a very weak carbon
peak was still present [Fig. 5(c)] for samples grown with the water
thermal process at 100 and 150 °C. The spectra near the carbon
position after etching are shown in Fig. 6 for samples in five depo-
sition conditions, i.e., the thermal process at 100, 150, and 275 °C
and the PE-ALD process at 150 °C. The figure shows that carbon
is indeed present in the thermally grown films using water at low
temperature, i.e., at 100 and 150 °C. The XPS measured concen-
tration of carbon in the water thermal process sample at 100 and
150 °C was approximately 0.5 at. %, which is near the detection
limit of XPS. The position of the carbon peak is around 289.3 eV
(Ref. 48) and can be signed to C–O bonds. The result indicates
that at low temperature, a water molecule is not active enough to

replace all the alkoxy ligands of the precursor. In the ALD regime
in region I by using plasma as the coreactant, no carbon was
detected by XPS, indicating superior purity even at 100 °C within
the ALD regime. Finally, when a higher temperature was used for
the thermal process, i.e., 275 °C, in region II in Fig. 1(b), no
carbon was detected. However, the reader must note that this
process is no longer truly ALD, and the CVD component will
challenge the conformality aspect of the films and limit the
upscalability.

Since XPS cannot detect hydrogen, commonly found as an
impurity in ALD films originating from the remaining ligands or
absorbed water, ToF-ERD was used to determine the hydrogen
content and provide a more sensitive detection for light elements
such as carbon and oxygen. Six samples were selected: water
thermal ALD films at 150, 200 , and 275 °C and oxygen plasma
ALD films at the same temperatures. As shown in Table I,
ToF-ERD analysis confirms the low carbon content revealed by
the XPS results. Thermal ALD film results in 0.7–1.3 at. % carbon
content, depending on the deposition temperature. For plasma-
based films, the carbon content is below the detection limit of
ToF-ERD (<0.2 at. %) for this type of below 30 nm thick films. A
small amount of Ti was detected in the films. The Ti signal is
most likely originating from contamination of the precursor

FIG. 3. Saturation curve at 275 °C: (a) 5 s coreactant pulse with different ATSB
pulse time and (b) 15 s ATSB pulse with different pulse time for water, oxygen
plasma, and water plasma.

FIG. 4. SEM and AFM images of aluminum oxide films deposited at 150 °C
using oxygen plasma [(a) and (d)], water plasma [(b) and (e)], and water [(c)
and (f )] as coreactants.
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conveying tube, since there is no Ti source in the ALD reaction
system.

Furthermore, the hydrogen content in films from the plasma
process is relatively stable from 8.2 to 6.1 at. % as the temperature
increases. The oxygen plasma tends to combust all ligands, which
leaves a very low carbon trace and some hydrogen residue. The
combustion effect does not change as the temperature increases.

The hydrogen content cannot originate from –CH3 residue in the
films, due to the low carbon content. This suggests that hydrogen
is present in the film in the form of –OH groups or water mole-
cules. While the stoichiometry of the films from the plasma
process is close to what is expected for aluminum oxide with
60 at. % oxygen, Al is slightly lower than 40 at. %. After subtract-
ing the O amount for the –OH groups, based on the measured H,
and Ti impurities, the Al:O ratio is indeed close to that of stoi-
chiometric aluminum oxide. Surprisingly, there is even less
hydrogen content in the thermal process with water at 275 °C.
The reaction in region II may already go toward decomposition at
275 °C, supporting that hydrogen must be removed during the
decomposition. However, for thermal based samples in region I, a
much higher hydrogen content (17–19 at. %) was observed. The
carbon impurities in these films suggest the presence of –CHx

groups, and the C is from the remaining alkoxy ligands according
to the XPS analysis. But since the measured H:C ratio is
larger than 3:1, –OH groups are also present in these films. By
assuming that C and H are present in these forms in the films,
the corrected Al:O ratio is again in agreement with stoichiometric
aluminum oxide.

TABLE I. Atomic concentrations in the central region of the deposited films (condi-
tions as below), not considering interface effects at the surface or silicon interface,
as calculated from the ToF-ERD measurements using POTKU software.

O
(at. %)

Al
(at. %)

H
(at. %)

C
(at. %)

Ti
(at. %)

H2O ALD, 150 °C 53 ± 4 25 ± 3 19 ± 2 1.3 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2
H2O ALD, 200 °C 54 ± 3 29 ± 2 17 ± 2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1
H2O ALD, 275 °C 60 ± 4 36 ± 3 1.9 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.2
O2 PE-ALD, 150 °C 58 ± 3 32 ± 2 8.2 ± 0.8 <0.2 1.7 ± 0.2
O2 PE-ALD, 200 °C 55 ± 3 34 ± 3 7.5-12.5 <0.2 0.9 ± 0.1
O2 PE-ALD, 275 °C 59 ± 3 34 ± 3 6.1 ± 1.0 <0.2 0.8 ± 0.1

FIG. 5. XPS spectra of aluminum oxide films deposited at 150 °C with (a)
oxygen plasma, (b) water plasma, and (c) water as coreactants.

FIG. 6. The carbon details from XPS spectra of films deposited at different tem-
peratures with different coreactants.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ATSB was demonstrated as a liquid, nonpyrophoric alkoxide-
type precursor for ALD of aluminum oxide. Thermal ALD with
water and plasma enhanced ALD with water plasma and oxygen
plasma produced smooth, uniform, and near-stoichiometric Al2O3

layers. The GPC of the three processes was 1.0–1.4 Å/cycle from 100
to 300 °C. A detailed investigation of the saturation behavior and
thermal decomposition of ATSB indicated real ALD conditions for a
substrate temperature of 100 to 200 °C, while some parasitic
CVD-type decomposition occurred from 200 to 300 °C. For thermal
ALD with H2O as a coreactant, the films contained 0.7–1.3 at. %
carbon contamination and 17–19 at. % hydrogen for deposition at
100–200 °C or 1.9 at. % hydrogen at 275 °C. For plasma enhanced
ALD with O2 plasma as a coreactant, carbon contamination was
below the detection limit of both XPS and ToF-ERD, while ERD
indicated approximately 6.1–8.2 at. % hydrogen impurities.
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